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Dual-Degree MPhil Program

About CentraleSupélec
Link (https://www.centralesupelec.fr/)

CentraleSupélec is a public institution under ministerial charter, devoted to the sciences and engineering. This charter is shared between the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation, and the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Digital Technologies.

CentraleSupélec was officially established on January 1st, 2015, bringing together two leading engineering schools in France; Ecole Centrale Paris and Supélec. The co-operation between our two grandes écoles, as they are known in the French system, had progressively been gaining momentum since 2009, with sustained alliance in three core areas: engineering education, executive education and research.

2021 QS WUR Ranking by Subject: =72nd (Engineering and Technology)
2021 THE Young University Rankings: =127th

About Study Programs Offered by CentraleSupélec

CentraleSupélec offers 3 one-year Master’s degree programs for students in this dual-degree programs including:

Master of Research M2: Applied Mathematics - Visual, Learning
Degree awarded by Université Paris Saclay
Medium of Teaching: English and French

Master of Research M2: Advanced Telecommunication Systems (becomes Advanced Wireless Communications Systems?)
Degree awarded by Université Paris Saclay
Medium of Teaching: French
Link (https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/en/node/4248#programmes)
MSc ESSEC / CentraleSupélec in Data Sciences and Business Analytics
Degree awarded by CentraleSupélec and ESSEC Business School
Medium of Teaching: English